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Scandium-alloying of aluminum nitride (AlScN) enhances the piezoelectric properties of the material and
increases the performance of piezoelectric microelectromechanical systems (MEMS). However, this enhancement is caused by the destabilization of the wurtzite phase and so far the stability of AlScN thin films has not
been sufficiently studied. Stability is especially important for piezoelectric devices because changes to the film
microstructure or residual stress can lead to drastic changes in the device behavior. The stability of AlScN is
investigated by annealing sputtered films and characterizing the resulting changes. It is found that the wurtzite
phase of Al0.7 Sc0.3 N is stable at least up to 1000 ◦ C and annealing increases the crystal quality, reaching a
maximum at 800 ◦ C. When annealed for more than 100 h at 1000 ◦ C, argon used in sputtering segregates into
the grain boundaries and causes compressive strains and formation of rock-salt phase. Additionally, annealing at
1000 ◦ C for 5 h reduces the average tensile stress by approximately 1 GPa.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevMaterials.5.035001

I. INTRODUCTION

Since the discovery of the anomalous piezoelectric effect
in scandium-alloyed aluminum nitride (AlScN) in 2009 [1]
there has been significant interest in wurtzite Al1−x Scx N thin
films with (0002) texture for piezoelectric microelectromechanical systems (MEMS). The increase of the piezoelectric
coefficients has been confirmed to be an intrinsic alloying
effect caused by competing wurtzite and rock-salt phases, and
due to the softening of the lattice [2–4]. The up to 500%
increase of the piezoelectric coefficients of AlScN compared
to AlN can improve the performance of many MEMS devices,
such as energy harvesters [3,5] and sensors, including piezoelectric micromachined ultrasound transducers (pMUT) [6].
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AlScN thin films can be used in different types of RF filters as
well [7]. Previous research on AlScN focused on increasing
the piezoelectric properties with respect to Sc-content [1,5,8–
10] and the reported optimal Sc-fraction x varies from 27% to
43%.
However, the previous studies did not assess the stability of AlScN thin films and mostly studied the as-deposited
films or used only short annealing times [11] or low temperatures [1]. For a piezoelectric film, stability is especially
important because even small changes in the film microstructure can affect the piezoelectric properties. Moreover, it is
not accurately known at which Sc-concentration the phase
change from wurtzite to rock-salt occurs and when a twophase mixture is possible. Density functional theory (DFT)
studies suggest that the phase change occurs at an Scfraction of 56%–64% [4,8,12]. However, experimental studies
with sputter-deposited films seem to indicate that the phase
change occurs around 40% if the growth temperature is high
(400–580 ◦ C) [1,13] or around 30% if the temperature is low
(300 ◦ C) [10,14]. Moreover, if AlScN is sputtered on a latticematched material, such as AlN or ScN leading to low epitaxial
strain, mixtures of the two phases were observed at fractions
between 10% and 50% [12,15]. Whereas when AlScN is
Published by the American Physical Society
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sputtered on Si or Al2 O3 with larger lattice mismatch, the twophase pseudobinary mixture range is narrow or not observed
at all. In short, high growth temperatures and tensile strains
seem to increase the allowed Sc-content in as-deposited films,
whereas compressive strain seems to at least reduce the crystal
quality [16].
The observed mixtures of the wurtzite and rock-salt phase
could be due to spinodal decomposition, which was observed
both experimentally and theoretically [8,12,17]. Spinodal decomposition leads to local Al- and Sc-rich areas of wurtzite
AlScN and the Sc-rich areas could then change into rock-salt,
once it is energetically favorable to do so. Thermodynamic
simulations show that epitaxial tensile strain increases the
allowed Sc-fraction before spinodal decomposition occurs
[8], which would explain the difference in the experimental
results when AlScN is sputtered on different materials. The
stabilizing effect of tensile strain has also been observed experimentally [16].
To ensure the reliability of AlScN thin films, it is important
to study the stability of the microstructure, mechanical properties, and piezoelectric response. Moreover, strain relaxation
might change the microstructure through spinodal decomposition [8]. Generally, understanding the residual stresses of thin
films is important as they affect the reliability and operation
of devices. Furthermore, understanding how stresses evolve is
required because device behavior can change as a result. For
example, the resonance frequency of pMUT devices depends
on the residual stress of the film [18]. Residual stresses might
affect the piezoelectric constants as well [19].
This study investigates the stability of AlScN thin films by
annealing sputter-deposited films and by thoroughly studying
the film microstructure, chemical composition, morphology,
piezoelectric response, and mechanical properties before and
after annealing. Furthermore, residual stresses were measured
using careful x-ray stress analysis (XSA).
II. METHODS
A. Thin film deposition

The AlScN thin films were deposited in a Von Ardenne
CS 730 S system using reactive sputtering at a substrate
temperature of 450 ◦ C using a previously developed process
[20]. The films were directly sputtered on 150-mm silicon
(100) wafers under a nitrogen and argon atmosphere. The
sputtering target was an Al plate with embedded Sc pellets.
The targeted Sc-fraction x of the deposited film was 30% by
atomic percentage and the film thickness was 500 nm. This
fraction was selected due to availability and because recent
AlScN use in devices was focused around this fraction. At
higher fractions, etching of AlScN becomes difficult [21,22],
the crystal quality tends to decrease [10,17] and the elastic
constants decrease [23]. The Sc-fraction was confirmed by
energy-dispersive x-ray spectroscopy (EDS) using an Oxford
Instruments INCA X-sight. The film thickness and refractive
index were measured using a Plasmos SD2300 ellipsometer.
B. Annealing

Samples were annealed in a Webb RD-M vacuum furnace
to induce possible changes in the films and determine the

temperature threshold for them. Films were annealed at temperatures of 400, 600, 800, and 1000 ◦ C for 5 h. Extended
annealing was done at 1000 ◦ C for up to 300 h. The heating ramp rate was approximately 15 ◦ C/min and no active
cooling was used. The base pressure before annealing was
approximately 0.1 mPa. The pressure was monitored during
annealing and residual gas analysis (RGA) was performed
with an Inficon Transpector MPH analyzer.
C. Scanning electron, atomic force, and piezoresponse
force microscopy

The surface morphology of the samples was studied using scanning electron (SEM) and atomic force microscopy
(AFM). Piezoresponse force microscopy (PFM) was used to
study the piezoelectricity of the films. For SEM analysis a
Zeiss Supra 40 microscope was used. The AFM measurements were done using a Bruker Dimension Icon in tapping
mode and a silicon cantilever tip with a nominal radius of
8 nm. The piezoresponse was measured using a Veeco Multimode AFM with a lock-in amplifier and a platinum-coated tip
in contact mode. The drive voltage applied to the sample was
10 V at a frequency of 11 kHz.
D. X-ray diffraction and stress analysis

The crystal structure and quality of the AlScN films
were studied using x-ray diffraction (XRD). Symmetrical
out-of-plane 2θ –ω and in-plane 2θχ –φ diffractograms, ω xray rocking curves (XRC), and χ –2θ diffraction maps were
recorded in a Rigaku SmartLab diffractometer, using CuKα
radiation with wavelengths of 1.54056 Å and 1.54441 Å.
The 2θ –ω diffractograms and ω XRCs were measured with
a parallel beam using a Ge(220)×2 monochromator on the
incident beam path and a 5◦ soller slit on the diffracted beam
path. The in-plane measurements were done using a parallel
beam and 0.5◦ parallel slit collimator on the incident beam
path and a 0.5◦ parallel slit analyzer on the diffracted beam
path. For the diffraction maps, a focused beam was used
with a two-dimensional (2D) detector without any optics on
the diffracted beam path. The measured 2θ–ω and 2θχ –φ
diffractograms were fitted in a least-squares sense using a
simple pseudo-Voigt function and the XRCs were fitted using
a Gaussian profile.
The residual stress was estimated using XSA. Both the
out-of-plane εc and in-plane εa elastic strains were estimated
by measuring the average lattice constant c using 0002 and
0004 reflections and by measuring the average constant a
using 10i0 and 11i0 reflections. The strains were then calculated by comparing the measured constants to unstrained
reference constants c0 and a0 . The in-plane lattice strain analysis was performed under grazing incidence conditions on the
5-circle ETA high-resolution diffractometer using a CuKα xray source, a polycapillary semilens on the incident beam path
and a 0.4◦ equatorial soller slit, and a 001 LiF monochromator
on the diffracted beam path. A scintillation counter was used
for data acquisition.
For a biaxial stress state of rotational symmetry, the fundamental equation of XSA reduces to


(1)
εψhkil = 21 S2hkil sin2 ψ + 2S1hkil σ ,
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where S1hki0 and S1000l are approximately the same so that
S1hki0 − S1000l ≈ 0 and ε is the difference between in-plane
and out-of-plane strains. Furthermore, due to the hexagonal
symmetry and (0002) texture, the films are transverseisotropic and all in-plane crystal directions hki0 have the same
Young’s modulus and thus the same 21 S2 . The approximation
for S1 is justified later in Sec. III D.
(4) Using the single-crystal elastic constants and assuming
plane stress, Hooke’s law gives the in-plane stress as
σ = (c11 + c12 )εa + c13 εc .

(6)

It is expected that the different methods give different values for the residual stress and their differences are discussed
later.
E. Lattice constant simulation
FIG. 1. Stress evaluation by combining out-of-plane and in-plane
strains using the sin2 ψ method.

where S1 and 21 S2 are diffraction elastic constants (DEC) and
σ is the in-plane residual stress. The DECs required for
the stress analysis were calculated using the Eshelby/Kröner
grain interaction model [24,25] from the single crystal coefficients ci j for Al0.7 Sc0.3 N [8]. These constants are related to
the direction-dependent Young’s modulus E hkil and Poisson’s
ratio ν hkil through the following equations:
S1hkil =

−ν hkil
E hkil

and

1 hkil
1 + ν hkil
.
S2 =
2
E hkil

(2)

Because the AlScN films are expected to be highly (0002)
textured, the sin2 ψ-method cannot be used for stress analysis. Instead, the in-plane residual stresses were estimated
from the analyzed elastic strains employing four different approaches. (1) Stress evaluation from εc , (2) evaluation from εa ,
(3) combining both εc and εa using a two-point sin2 ψ estimate, and (4) evaluation using single-crystal elastic constants.
These methods are discussed in more detail in a separate paper
and are presented only shortly here.
(1) The biaxial in-plane residual stress σ can be calculated
from the measured average lattice constant c using the following equation:
σ =

E 000l c − c0
.
−2ν 000l
c0

(3)

(2) Similarly, the residual stress can be calculated using the
measured average lattice constant a
σ =

E hki0 a − a0
.
1 − ν hki0
a0

hki0
000l
ε90
ε
◦ − ε0◦
≈ 1 ,
1 hki0
hki0
000l
S
+ 2S1 − 2S1
S
2 2
2 2

F. Analytical transmission electron microscopy

The film microstructure and elemental composition were
studied using transmission electron microscopy (TEM) in
high-resolution (HRTEM) and scanning (STEM) modes,
EDS, and selected area electron diffraction (SAED) in a JEOL
JEM-2800 high-resolution microscope, under 200 kV acceleration voltage. Film cross-sections were prepared by focused
ion beam (FIB) milling and polishing using Ga-ions. Before
FIB milling, layers of platinum were deposited for protection.

(4)

(3) Both the out-of-plane and in-plane strains can be combined applying the sin2 ψ method as illustrated in Fig. 1.
A linear function is fitted using the two measured strains at
ψ = 0◦ and ψ = 90◦ , and the stress is obtained from its slope
as
σ =

Because the unstrained lattice constants a0 and c0 needed
for stress analysis are not accurately known for AlScN,
they were simulated in this study. Al1−x Scx N 4 × 4 × 2
wurtzite supercells with 128 atoms (64 cations and 64 N)
were generated by randomly placing Sc and Al atoms in the
cation sublattice for given Sc fractions, ranging from x = 0
(pure AlN) to x = 0.5. The supercells were fully relaxed
using density functional theory (DFT) as implemented in
the Vienna ab initio simulation package (VASP) [26,27]. The
exchange-correlation density functional used was PerdewBurke-Ernzerhof (PBE) [28]. All the technical details are
given in Ref. [20]. The Sc contents were increased incrementally by four atoms at a time, equivalent to a 6.25%
change in Sc-fraction. Nine random supercells were chosen
per composition, where the cations are placed according to
different seeds from the random number generator. After full
DFT relaxation of the lattice vectors and atomic positions,
the resulting supercells are triclinic. To obtain the corresponding hexagonal lattice parameters, a hexagonal projection was
performed [29], including the rotational degrees of freedom
[20,30].

(5)

G. Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy

Fourier transform infrared (FTIR) spectroscopy was used
to analyze the chemical bonds, preferential orientation, and
crystal quality in the as-deposited and annealed films [31–33].
The IR absorbance spectra were measured in a Bruker ALPHA II spectrometer from 400 cm−1 to 4000 cm−1 in
transmission mode and at normal incidence. The absorbance
spectrum of the Si substrate was subtracted from the measurements.
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FIG. 2. Simulated lattice constants for AlScN as a function of
Sc-fraction x. Solid symbols and error bars represent average values
and standard deviation, respectively. Dashed lines give a polynomial
fit to the data, quadratic for a and cubic for c.
H. Nanoindentation

Nanoindentation was used to measure the hardness and
Young’s modulus of the film. The measurements were performed using a Berkovich-type indenter tip and a maximum
load of 2 mN. The loading and unloading times were 5 s
with a 2 s hold time between them. The indentation depth was
50–60 nm and Young’s modulus and hardness were measured
as the average of 20 points. The results were analyzed using
the Oliver-Pharr method [34].
III. RESULTS

The thickness of the deposited AlScN film was 551(32)
nm with a refractive index of 2.32(17). EDS shows that the
Sc-fraction x was approximately 0.35, with an estimated error
of ±0.06. The RGA results do not show any measurable
decomposition of Al, Sc, or N during annealing. The analysis detected residual H2 O, N2 , and O2 in the furnace during
annealing.
A. Unstrained lattice constants

The unstrained lattice constants as a function of Sc-fraction
are presented in Fig. 2. Fitting a polynomial to the simulated
results, the expected lattice constants for Al1−x Scx N as a function of Sc-fraction x are
a0 (x) = aAlN (1 + 0.1263x + 0.0740x 2 ),
co (x) = cAlN (1 + 0.0309x + 0.1697x 2 − 0.556x 3 ),

(7)

FIG. 3. SEM micrographs of the surfaces of as-deposited and
annealed films. (Contrast and brightness enhanced.) (a) As-deposited
film and (b) Film annealed at 1000 ◦ C for 5 h.

where aAlN and cAlN are the unstrained lattice constants for
pure AlN.
Using unstrained reference values of 3.11131 Å and
4.98079 Å for AlN [35], the expected lattice constants for
Al0.7 Sc0.3 N are a0 (0.3) = 3.250 Å and c0 (0.3) = 5.028 Å,
with a c/a ratio of 1.547.
B. Film surface morphology and piezoelectric response

The surface of the as-deposited film is relatively smooth
and featureless, as can be seen in the SEM micrograph in
Fig. 3(a). After annealing the film at 1000 ◦ C for 5 h, small
grain-like features can be seen on the surface, as shown in
Fig 3(b). No changes to the film surface were observed after
annealing at lower temperatures.
The surface grains are observed using AFM as well and
they are approximately 4(1) nm in height and 6(2) nm in
diameter after 5 h of annealing at 1000 ◦ C. The average rootmean-square (rms) surface roughness of the as-deposited film
is 1.0(2) nm over an area of 1 × 1 μm2 and does not change
significantly after 5 h of annealing at any temperature. However, after 10 h of annealing at 1000 ◦ C, the surface roughness
increases to 1.7(2) nm and remains approximately the same
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FIG. 5. Measured χ –2θ x-ray diffraction maps of as-deposited
and annealed films. The measured intensity is normalized to the
Si113 peak in each map and a logarithmic scale is used to present
the intensity. AlScN reflections are labeled in white and substrate
reflections in black. (a) As-deposited film and (b) Film annealed at
1000 ◦ C for 5 h.
FIG. 4. The amplitude of the piezoelectric response of the asdeposited and annealed AlScN films. (a) As-deposited film and (b)
Film annealed at 1000 ◦ C for 5 h.

during further annealing. Moreover, the surface grains seem
to grow laterally, and their diameter is 10 ± 3 nm after 10 h of
annealing, while their height remains approximately the same.
The size of the grains remains approximately constant during
further annealing.
The piezoelectric response was compared between the asdeposited film and the film annealed at 1000 ◦ C for 5 h with
the observed surface grains. No significant changes were detected in the amplitude or phase of the piezoelectric response.
Figure 4 presents the measured piezoelectric amplitudes over
a 10 × 10 μm2 area for both films. The films seem to contain small regions that do not exhibit piezoelectric properties,
which are seen as black spots in Fig. 4.
C. Microstructure

Measured χ –2θ diffraction maps are presented in Fig. 5
for the as-deposited film [Fig. 5(a)] and the film annealed

at 1000 ◦ C for 5 h [Fig. 5(b)]. All the detected reflections
correspond to a (0002) textured AlScN on a Si(100) substrate
with no new crystalline phases. The XRD maps show a tilt
between the AlScN[0002] and Si[400] of up to 5◦ , depending
on where on the wafer the sample was taken. The grains seem
to be tilted towards the center of the wafer and the tilt seems
to increase towards the wafer edge.

TABLE I. Location and full width at half maximum (FWHM) of
the AlScN 0002 reflection, and the FWHM of the 0002 XRC of the
films before and after annealing at 400–1000 ◦ C for 5 h.
Annealing
temp. (◦ C)
As-dep.
400
600
800
1000

035001-5

2θ (◦ )

2θ–ω
FWHM (◦ )

ω XRC
FWHM (◦ )

36.1
36.2
36.2
36.2
36.2

0.34
0.35
0.35
0.29
0.34

3.36
3.47
3.26
3.01
3.06
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FIG. 6. XRD results for as-deposited film and films annealed at
400 ◦ C–1000 ◦ C for 5 h. The square root of the intensity is used
for visualization purposes. (a) Measured 2θ –ω diffractograms of
the 0002 reflection and (b) X-ray rocking curves about the 0002
reflection.

The 2θ –ω XRD results are summarized in Table I and
show that annealing increases the crystal quality, reaching a
maximum at 800 ◦ C. The quality does not change significantly
at temperatures below 800 ◦ C. The measured 2θ –ω diffractograms of the 0002 reflection are presented in Fig. 6(a), and
Fig. 6(b) presents XRCs about the same reflection. No other
diffraction peaks were detected. The results for the location of
the 0002 reflection seem to suggest that annealing decreases
the lattice constants c, which in turn means increased biaxial
tensile stress. However, this is not the case as is shown in
Sec. III D.
The TEM analysis shows some changes in the film microstructure after annealing at 1000 ◦ C. Figures 7(a) and 7(b)
present cross-sectional STEM micrographs for as-deposited
and annealed film, respectively. Electron diffraction shows no
new crystalline phases after 10 h of annealing at 1000◦ C.

FIG. 7. TEM analysis of AlScN films before (left) and after
annealing at 1000 ◦ C for 10 h (right). (a), (b) Cross-sectional STEM
micrographs. (c), (d) SAED patterns. The AlScN spots are labeled
in white and the Si spots in red. Contrast and brightness enhanced.
(e) Cross-sectional STEM micrograph of a grain at the surface of the
AlScN film after annealing.

SAED patterns recorded along the Si[01̄1] zone axis are presented in Figs. 7(c) and 7(d) for as-deposited and annealed
film, respectively. The selected area contained the full thickness of the AlScN film and part of the Si substrate. The tilt
between AlScN[0002] and Si[400] seen in the XRD maps is
observed in the SAED patterns as well and is approximately
4.5◦ in these films. The AlScN film does not have preferential in-plane orientation with respect to the substrate, as
evidenced by the excitation of both the 101̄0 and 112̄0 spots.
The lattice constants of the as-deposited AlScN are a = 3.3 Å
and c = 5.0 Å measured from the SAED patterns using the
Si004 diffraction spot as a reference and assuming a lattice
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constant of 5.431 Å for Si. The measured lattice constants
correspond to biaxial tensile stress. The estimated error in the
lattice constants measured from SAED patterns is 0.1 Å.
The grains on the film surface observed under SEM and
AFM are seen in TEM as well and they are limited to the
surface of the film, as can be seen in the STEM micrograph in
Fig. 7(e). The thickness of the grains is approximately 20 nm.
The surface grains do not have an ordered crystal structure
and are mostly amorphous with small polycrystalline regions,
where lattice fringes are visible under HRTEM.
EDS elemental maps do not show elemental segregation
of Al and Sc after 10 h of annealing at 1000 ◦ C, within
the approximately 5-nm spatial resolution of the STEM/EDS
elemental maps. However, the TEM cross-sections and EDS
analysis show a thin native oxide (AlScO) layer at the surface
of the as-deposited film. After 10 h of annealing at 1000 ◦ C,
a second layer formed on top of the native oxide and it can
be seen as a gray layer in Fig. 7(e). The new layer is an
oxide as well and seems to contain more Sc than the native
oxide. Interestingly, the surface grains seem to be growing
from the AlScN film and through the native oxide and on top
of the Sc-rich oxide layer. Fast Fourier transforms (FFT) of
the HRTEM micrographs show that the new layer on top of
the film surface is polycrystalline and has a spacing of 2.1 Å
between the lattice fringes.
Annealing at 1000 ◦ C was continued for up to 300 h since
this was the only temperature at which significant changes
were observed. Figure 8(a) presents a χ –2θ diffraction map
after 300 h of annealing and shows increased reflected intensity on the high-angle side of the 0002 reflection. Figure 8(b)
presents the XRD 2θ–ω diffractogram of film annealed at
1000 ◦ C for 300 h. Two additional peaks seem to have formed
on both sides of the AlScN0002 peak and a sum of three
pseudo-Voigt functions ( f1 , f2 , and f3 ) was necessary to
explain the diffractogram. The three different functions are
shown as orange dashed lines in Fig. 8(b). The first peak ( f1 ) is
centered around a 2θ angle of 35.71◦ and the third ( f3 ) around
38.91◦ . The peak detected at 2θ = 33◦ is the forbidden Si200
reflection from the substrate [36]. Similarly, additional peaks
were observed around the main 0002 peak after annealing for
100 h and 200 h at 1000 ◦ C and their intensity increases with
annealing time.
The changes in the diffractogram might be caused by differently strained crystallites, the formation of new crystalline
phases, or by a combination of both. The film annealed at
1000 ◦ C for 300 h was further studied using in-plane XRD
in order to determine the cause of the changes. Figure 8(c)
presents a 2θχ –φ diffractogram from 30◦ to 90◦ , which shows
the 10i0, 11i0, and 20i0 reflections for as-deposited and annealed AlScN. In addition to the AlScN reflections becoming
broader, similarly to the 0002 reflection, five new peaks seem
to be present in the diffractogram. The new reflections are at
2θχ angles of 40.41, 46.92, 68.87, 83.25, and 87.53◦ . Depth
profiling shows that the new reflections come from deeper in
the film than the AlScN reflections. The profiling is done by
adjusting the angle between the sample surface and the incident beam and shows that the additional peaks have maxima
at an angle of 1.4◦ , whereas the 10i0 peak has a maximum at
an angle of 0.4◦ . The as-deposited film has one unidentified
reflection around 40◦ as well.

PHYSICAL REVIEW MATERIALS 5, 035001 (2021)

FIG. 8. XRD results of film annealed at 1000 ◦ C for 300 h. (a)
A χ –2θ diffraction map. Intensity is normalized to Si113 peak and
presented using a logarithmic scale. AlScN reflections in white and
Si in black. (b) Out-of-plane XRD of the AlScN 0002 reflection. The
three components f1−3 of the pseudo-Voigt sum are shown as orange
dashed lines. (Only every fifth measurement plotted for clarity.) (c)
In-plane XRD of the AlScN 10i0, 11i0 and 20i0 reflections. New
reflections are highlighted with arrows. (Only every fortieth measurement plotted for clarity.) The vertical axis in the diffractograms
presents the square root of the intensity for visualization purposes.
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TABLE II. Values for the main and split lattice constants a and c
measured using SAED and XRD for AlScN film annealed at 1000 ◦ C
for 300 h.
a (Å)

FIG. 9. TEM results of AlScN film after annealing at 1000 ◦ C for
300 h. (a) SAED pattern, the selected area is near the film-substrate
interface, shown in the inset. New diffraction spots next to 0002,
10i0, and 10i2 are highlighted with arrows, (b) EDS map of the Ar
K-line intensity, showing the excess Ar concentration near the filmsubstrate interface, and (c) BF STEM micrograph for EDS mapping
in panel (b).

New diffraction spots are observed in SAED patterns as
well, as what seems to be splitting of the 0002 and 10i0
diffraction spots into two, shown in Fig. 9(a). The 0002 spots
correspond to the detected XRD peaks at 36.50◦ ( f2 ) and
38.91◦ ( f3 ). No diffraction spot is seen for the XRD peak at
35.71◦ ( f1 ), likely because the separation is too small from the
main 0002 diffraction spot. The 10i0 spot and the split spot
next to it correspond to the detected in-plane XRD peaks at
31.51◦ and 41.41◦ . SAED shows that the splitting of the 10i0
and 0002 diffraction spots occurs near the film-substrate interface, whereas near the surface there is no split (or only split
of 10i0 as seen in HRTEM FFT). In addition to the splitting
of the diffraction spots, an Ar rich layer has formed near the
film-substrate interface, as seen in the EDS map in Fig. 9(b).
The Ar rich layer was not observed in the as-deposited film
or the film annealed at 1000 ◦ C for 10 h. The values for the

c (Å)

Method

Main

Split

Main

Split

SAED
XRD

3.3
3.3

2.6
2.6

4.9
4.9

4.5
4.6

measured lattice constants are in good agreement between
SAED and XRD and are presented in Table II, assuming that
the split reflections are from wurtzite AlScN. The estimated
error is 0.1 Å, using the width of the Si200 diffraction spot.
The FTIR absorbance spectra did not change significantly
when annealed below temperatures of 1000 ◦ C. The only
observed absorbance bands are centered around 624 cm−1 ,
which is most likely the AlN E1 transverse optical (TO)
band (672 cm−1 for AlN [32]) shifted down to a lower wave
number due to Sc content. No A1 (TO) bands were detected,
which confirms that the films do not have grains of mixed
orientation [31]. The wave number, FWHM, and intensity of
the measured E1 (TO) bands after annealing are summarized
in Table III and indicate that the crystal quality improved
as a result of annealing. The E1 (TO) bands were asymmetrical, likely due to the multiphonon modes affecting the high
wave-number side [37]. This asymmetry was taken into account by using a split Lorentz function for the low and high
wave-number sides of the band. The E1 (TO) band FWHM in
Table III was defined using the low wave-number side and the
asymmetry is measured as the ratio between the difference and
sum of the FWHMs of both sides.
After annealing at 1000 ◦ C the E1 (TO) band intensity
decreased and asymmetry increased compared to the asdeposited, and new absorbance bands emerged, as can be
seen in Fig. 10. The most significant band is at 1380 cm−1
and it is commonly associated with the CH2 or N-O bending
group. The absorbance bands at 400–500 cm−1 might be an
indication of the formation of ScOx [38].
D. Residual stress, hardness, and effective Young’s modulus

The DECs S1hkil and 21 S2hkil calculated using the
Eshelby/Kröner grain interaction model are presented in
Table IV. The DECs S1hki0 and S1000l are approximately
the same, justifying the approximation used in Eq. (5).
TABLE III. The location, FWHM, intensity, and asymmetry of
the AlScN E1 (TO) absorption band as determined by the Lorentzian
fit after annealing the films at various temperatures for 5 h.
Annealing
temp. (◦ C)
As-dep.
400
600
800
1000
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Wavenumber
(cm−1 )

FWHM
(cm−1 )

Intensity
(a.u)

Asymmetry

622.05
623.42
623.44
624.63
624.06

91.42
92.63
89.21
88.70
85.62

1.32
1.32
1.36
1.39
1.27

−0.28
−0.25
−0.27
−0.27
−0.31
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TABLE V. Residual stress in the AlScN film before and after
annealing at 1000◦ C for 5 h, calculated using the four different
methods described in Sec. II D. The last row is the change in the
measured residual stress.
Stress σa (GPa)
Sample
As-deposited
Annealed

FIG. 10. FTIR absorbance spectra for the as-deposited film and
films annealed at 1000 ◦ C. Intensity presented as a square root for
visualization purposes.

The estimated residual stresses are presented in Table V
calculated using the four different methods, shortly described
in Sec. II D. While the absolute values depend on the method
used, they all show that the residual stress decreased as a
result of annealing.
The nanoindentation results are summarized in Table VI
and show small changes in Young’s modulus and hardness of
the films as a result of annealing. The statistical significance
of the change is estimated using Student’s t-test [39]. The
Poisson ratio was estimated to be 0.280 [40], using the elastic
constants for Al0.7 Sc0.3 N [8].
IV. DISCUSSION

The three main changes observed in the AlScN films as a
result of annealing were the change in the film microstructure,
the relaxation of average residual tensile stresses, and the
formation of surface grains. The microstructural changes were
observed as a change in the crystal quality and Ar segregation
into grain boundaries. Short annealing increased the crystal
quality and the best quality was reached at a temperature
of 800 ◦ C. The FTIR results seem to indicate that the maximum crystal quality was reached at a temperature of 1000 ◦ C,
while XRD results indicate 800 ◦ C. The difference might be
explained by the asymmetry of the E1 (TO) absorption band,
which increased after annealing at 1000 ◦ C and masked some
of the increase in the width of the band. The increase in the
TABLE IV. Diffraction elastic constants for Al0.7 Sc0.3 N.
Constant (10−6 MPa−1 )
Direction
hki0
000l

1
S
2 2

−1.42
−1.52

5.92
6.81

Eq. (4) εa

3.6
2.5
−1.1

2.3
1.1
−1.2

Eq. (5)
2.8
1.8
−1.0

ε

Eq. (6) ci j
1.8
1.4
−0.4

asymmetry could have been caused by the change in the strain
distribution, instead of multiphonon modes. For the XRD
measurements, the tilt of the (0002) planes caused some difficulty in aligning the goniometer, which could lead to some
error in the analysis. To increase the reliably of the results,
the goniometer was aligned carefully to the 0002 maxima for
each sample.
The crystallite size in the as-deposited film seems to
change during deposition as the film grows in thickness.
Within approximately the first 50 nm of the film, the crystallites are small and round, only up to 10 nm in diameter.
Moreover, these crystallites have lower crystallinity compared
to the rest of the film. After the first 50 nm, the growth mode
changes to columnar growth, and the columnar crystallites
reach the film surface and the crystallinity improves as well.
Annealing did not seem to change the crystallite size or shape.
While annealing did not affect the crystallite size or shape
significantly, it did cause Ar used in sputtering to segregate to
the grain boundaries. Excess Ar was only detected in the small
crystallite size region near the substrate in EDS maps. However, Ar likely segregates to all grain boundaries, including the
ones between columnar crystallites. The number of Ar atoms
in the columnar growth region is not enough for detection,
whereas in the small crystallite region there are more grain
boundaries and thus more Ar atoms.
The excess Ar atoms in the grain boundaries between the
columnar grains are likely the source of the AlScN reflection broadening. The broadening is seen as a shoulder on
the low-angle side of the 0002 reflection, indicating that the
lattice constant c has increased, whereas the hki0 reflections
have the shoulders on the high-angle sides, indicating that the
lattice constant a has decreased. The simultaneous increase
of c and decrease of a corresponds to a biaxial strain that is
more compressive relative to the main peak. The new biaxial
strain component is present in the columnar grains because
TABLE VI. Young’s modulus and hardness of the as-deposited
film and film annealed at 1000◦ C for 5 h. On the last row is the
p-value of the t-test, indicating the probability that there is no difference in Young’s modulus or hardness.

Sample

S1

Eq. (3) εc

As-deposited
Annealed
p-value
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Young’s modulus
(GPa)

Hardness
(GPa)

117.0 ± 4.6
113.1 ± 5.0
0.0183

14.8 ± 0.9
13.7 ± 0.7
0.0002
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they have mostly vertical grain boundaries, and the excess
Ar atoms thus exert mostly lateral forces. Interestingly, the
locations of the shoulders seem to correspond to the simulated
strain-free lattice constants within a few percent.
The new reflections and diffraction spots are caused by
either triaxial compressive strain or more likely by the formation rock-salt phase. Phase transformation of some of the
small wurtzite crystallites near the substrate into the rocksalt structure would explain all the new XRD reflections and
SAED spots. The peak at 2θχ = 40.41◦ would be the rock-salt
111 reflection and the rest of the peaks would be the 200, 220,
311, and 222. Using all of these reflections, the average lattice
constant a of the rock-salt structure is 3.861(9) Å.
It seems that the rock-salt 111 reflection is observed even
in the as-deposited film. In the early stages of grain growth,
the stress tends to be compressive before cluster coalescence
occurs due to surface stresses in the clusters [41]. It is then
hypothesized that the compressive stress in the clusters causes
rock-salt AlScN to form instead of wurtzite. Thus small crystallites of rock-salt AlScN might form always during the early
stages of sputter deposition and they continue to grow when
annealed at sufficiently high temperatures. This would mean
that no spinodal decomposition or nucleation is required during annealing for the formation of more rock-salt AlScN.
The new rock-salt crystallites formed during annealing
would most likely be compressively strained as well. Using Vegard’s rule [42] and lattice constants of 4.045 Å and
4.500 Å for rock-salt AlN [43] and ScN [44], respectively,
the approximated lattice constant of rock-salt Al0.7 Sc0.3 N
is 4.182 Å. The difference between the lattice constants is
approximately −7.68(22)%. This approximation, of course,
assumes the lattice constants of AlN and ScN, and that Vegard’s rule holds for rock-salt AlScN, which might not be the
case especially for high Sc-fractions.
If the rock-salt crystallites were randomly oriented, the
200 reflection should be the most intense one according to
the structure factors. However, in the measurement, the 111
seems to be the most intense reflection. This would mean
preferential 111 orientation of the crystallites and some additional randomly oriented ones. In the out-of-plane XRD, the
only detected reflection would be again the 111, which is at
a slightly smaller angle of 38.91◦ . No other reflections were
detected, even when using maximum possible beam intensity
(no monochromator, widest possible slits). The presence of
the 111 reflection in both out-of-plane and in-plane XRD
geometries would mean that there are two sets of crystallites with preferential 111 orientation because the reflections
themselves cannot be at perpendicular angles. The perpendicular 111 reflections would then correspond to the additional
diffraction spots near the 0002 and 10i0 spots in Fig. 9(a).
The out-of-plane strain of the rock-salt crystallites would be
compressive and approximately −4.2%.
An alternative explanation for the new XRD reflections
and SAED spots would be compressive triaxial strain near
the film-substrate interface where the crystallites are small
and round. In this case, the resulting strain induced by the
excess Ar atoms in the grain boundaries would be triaxial
instead of biaxial because the compression is uniform around
the crystallites. Moreover, the ratio of grain boundaries to
volume is larger in this region as well, resulting in increased

FIG. 11. Schematic of Ar segregation-induced strain in AlScN
crystallites in the small crystallite and columnar growth regions.

strain compared to the columnar growth region. Figure 11
illustrates how the strain induced by the excess Ar atoms
would depend on the local microstructure. The out-of-plane
and in-plane components of the triaxial strain would be approximately 8% and 19%, respectively, when compared to
the simulated reference lattice constants. This, in turn, would
correspond to compressive stresses in excess of 60 GPa, which
is enormously high. Moreover, since the rest of the film is still
in tensile stress, this would mean a stress gradient in the order
of hundreds of GPa per 1 μm, which does not seem feasible.
In conclusion, annealing caused most likely the formation
or growth of rock-salt AlScN crystallites with preferential
111 orientation or enormous triaxial compressive strains in
the small wurtzite AlScN crystallites. Both explanations are
presented here for completeness since both require some
assumptions to be made. Since it was hypothesized that compressive strains could destabilize the wurtzite phase and lead
to the formation of the rock-salt phase either directly or
through spinodal decomposition, the observed results may be
a convolution of both explanations. In other words, there are
triaxial compressive strains present in the small crystallites
and as a result of the compression, some of them have transformed into the rock-salt phase.
The average biaxial residual stress changed as a result of
annealing and the XSA measurements give the average tensile
stress in the range of 1.8–3.6 GPa, depending on the evaluation method employed, after deposition directly on Si(100)
substrate. Even after 5 h of annealing at 1000 ◦ C, the stress
decreased by approximately 1 GPa, down to 1.1–2.5 GPa.
Even though the residual stresses decreased by a significant
amount as a result of annealing, they can still be considered
high.
Extrinsic stresses alone are likely not enough to explain the
high observed residual stresses and the reduction in them after
annealing. The residual stress caused by the difference between the coefficients of thermal expansion (CTE) of AlScN
and Si is approximately less than 200 MPa, assuming CTEs
of 4.84 × 10−6 K−1 and 3.60 × 10−6 K−1 for AlScN [13]
and Si [45], respectively, and that they remain constant over
the temperature range from 450 ◦ C down to 25 ◦ C. The strain
induced by the differences in the in-plane lattice constants is
approximately 18% and the residual stress would be 65 GPa.
However, it is very unlikely that the full film is epitaxially
strained to match the substrate, especially considering the
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small grain size layer at the substrate interface. The lattice
mismatch is most likely accommodated by misfit dislocations
and grain boundaries. Thus, it is likely that at least part of the
tensile stress is intrinsically generated and that incorporated
Ar atoms within the crystallites are a likely source in addition to grain growth [41,46]. The migration of Ar atoms to
the grain boundaries would also explain the reduction in the
residual tensile stresses as a result of annealing.
Ar and other impurity segregation might explain the increase in the crystal quality after short annealing below
1000 ◦ C as well. In addition, the XRD results show that the
grain size increased slightly and that the orientation of the
crystallites improved [47]. After annealing at 1000 ◦ C, the
crystal quality does not continue to improve and the TEM
micrographs seem to indicate migration of defects to the grain
boundaries. This is seen as an increase in the imaging contrast
between the as-deposited and annealed film [48].
There are two sources of considerable uncertainty in determining the residual stress using the four XSA methods.
In the first method, the biaxial strain was determined using the 000l reflections. These reflections are affected by
the out-of-plane strain, which is approximately three times
smaller than the in-plane biaxial strain. Thus, the peak shift
in 000l reflections is small and needs to be measured with
high accuracy. However, these reflections have high intensity
because of the (0002) texture. In the second method, the
in-plane strain was determined directly from hki0 reflections,
thus the peak shift is larger and a direct result of the in-plane
strain. However, the peak intensities were weak because of
the grazing incidence conditions. The third method combined
the in- and out-of-plane strains, with the main drawback of
requiring two independent reference lattice constants. In the
fourth and final method, the film was assumed to be single
crystalline instead of polycrystalline, and single-crystal elastic
constants were used to evaluate the strain using in- and out-ofplane strains. The diffraction elastic constants are one source
of uncertainty as well. Moreover, the nanoindentation results
show that AlScN itself becomes softer as a result of annealing,
meaning that the stresses are further reduced. This was not
accounted for in the x-ray stress evaluation.
The second source of uncertainty is in the unstrained reference lattice constants themselves. Because no experimentally
measured constants are available for stress-free AlScN, the
constants were estimated using DFT simulation. The lattice
constants of unstrained wurtzite AlScN have been simulated
previously [8,12]. However, using the previously published
values gave inconsistent results, which motivated the simulation of the lattice parameters in this work. Mainly, the stress
would have changed from tensile to compressive in some
of the four methods as a result of annealing. The change in
the AlScN lattice constants is first shown with respect to the
lattice constants of pure AlN in Eq. (III A). The reason for this
expression is to be able to easily correct for the systematic
overestimation of lattice constants of solids characteristic of
the PBE functional. In this way, the derived enhancement
factors a(x)/aAlN and c(x)/cAlN can be used to scale the experimental lattice constants of AlN, which are more accurately
known to estimate the expected lattice constants of AlScN
at any given composition. The results show that the in-plane
lattice constant a grows monotonically with Sc content due
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to the larger atomic radius of Sc compared to Al. In contrast,
the lattice constant c initially grows for the same reason as
a, but eventually (beyond approximately x = 0.25) starts to
diminish. This is due to the preference of Sc to form a five-fold
coordinated hexagonal-layered structure, in contrast to the
4-fold coordinated wurtzite structure of AlN [2].
The formation of the surface grains, which were observed
only after annealing at 1000 ◦ C, might be affected by the presence of hydrocarbons in the furnace. The FTIR results show
a CH2 band at 1380 cm−1 in the films annealed at 1000 ◦ C.
The source of the hydrocarbons is likely the vacuum pump
oil, which is being deposited on the films. As annealing is
continued, the grains grow in size laterally and after 300 h of
annealing, it seems like the grains have formed a continuous
film. The grains seem to be mostly amorphous and according to EDS contain less Al, Sc, and O than the surrounding
material.
The surface grains do not seem to affect the piezoelectric
properties of the film, even though they are not crystalline
and cannot be piezoelectric. However, because they are very
thin compared to the AlScN film, their effect on the electric
field strength and to the piezoelectric properties of the film is
negligible. Even though the grains do not measurably affect
the film piezoelectricity, their appearance might be a concern for surface acoustic wave (SAW) devices because rough
surfaces increase the attenuation and scattering of surface
acoustic waves. However, their appearance might be specific
to the annealing conditions, which might not be encountered
in actual use conditions.
In addition to the surface grains, a second layer seems to
have formed on top of the native oxide. This layer seems to
be an oxide as well and consist of Sc-rich ScAlOx . There are
two likely causes why the new layer contains more Sc than
Al. First, Sc diffuses faster in AlScN [49] and second, Al
evaporates faster than Sc. The observed lattice spacing (2.1 Å)
of the new layer corresponds fairly well to the spacing of (200)
planes in rock-salt ScO [50] and ScN [51]. The additional
bands observed in the FTIR spectra around 400–600 cm−1 are
likely from this layer. The source of the oxygen atoms is the
residual O2 and H2 O gasses in the furnace.
The measured values for the hardness agree well with the
previously published value of 13.5 GPa [48]. Even though the
change in the effective hardness and Young’s modulus was
small, it can be considered statistically significant according
to the t-test. The change in the hardness might be due to
the decrease in the residual stress. However, residual stress
should not affect the measured Young’s modulus of the film
[52]. Thus, the softening of the film must be a result of the
changes in the film microstructure. The Young’s modulus
E 000l calculated using the DECs and Eq. (2) is approximately
189 GPa. The value measured with nanoindentation is significantly lower because of the substrate effect, which has been
previously observed for AlN thin films.
V. CONCLUSION

This study investigated the stability of AlScN thin films
by annealing the films under vacuum and characterizing
thoroughly the effects of annealing on the film surface morphology, piezoelectric response, microstructure, mechanical
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properties, and residual stresses. Approximately 500-nmthick Al0.7 Sc0.3 N films were deposited on Si(100) substrates
using reactive sputtering. Films were annealed under vacuum
at temperatures of 400–1000 ◦ C for 5 h while the pressure and
residual gasses were monitored. Annealing at 1000 ◦ C was
continued for up to 300 h. The film surface was studied with
SEM and AFM, and the piezoelectric response was measured
using PFM. The microstructure and crystal quality were analyzed using a combination of XRD and TEM methods, EDS
and FTIR. For the mechanical properties, nanoindentation was
used to measure the effective Young’s modulus and hardness.
The residual stresses were estimated using XSA by accurately
measuring the lattice constants and comparing them to unstrained reference constants, which were simulated using DFT
for x = 0, . . . , 0.5.
Annealing increased the crystal quality of the film and
maximum quality was reached at a temperature of 800 ◦ C. Annealing at 1000 ◦ C caused small grains and a Sc-rich AlScOx
layer to form on the surface of the film. The grain formation
was likely influenced by the presence of hydrocarbons and
the Sc-rich AlScOx was caused by the diffusion of Sc and
Al through a native oxide layer and reacting with the residual oxygen in the vacuum furnace. No elemental separation,
abnormal grains, or thermal decomposition were observed.
Extended annealing at 1000 ◦ C caused Ar to segregate into
the grain boundaries. The excess Ar reduced the biaxial stress
in some of the columnar grains to an almost strain-free state,
while the overall stress of the film remained tensile. Furthermore, in the region near the film-substrate interface where
crystallites were small and round, the excess Ar atoms in-

duced either enormous triaxial strains or more likely growth
of rock-salt crystallites. The simulated lattice constants for the
Al0.7 Sc0.3 N were a0 (0.3) = 3.250 Å and c0 (0.3) = 5.028 Å
and using them the average residual stress decreased approximately 1 GPa as a result of annealing at 1000 ◦ C for 5 h.
Furthermore, the effective Young’s modulus and hardness decreased slightly.
Piezoelectric AlScN thin films are very stable and can even
be used in applications where high temperatures are encountered. When designing AlScN based piezoelectric devices,
the changes in the crystal quality and mechanical properties
over the lifetime of the device should be accounted for. In
the future, the effect of changing crystal quality and residual
stresses of AlScN thin films on device operation should be
studied. A topic of future study is the effect of annealing on
the piezoelectric constants of AlScN and the compatibility of
AlScN with metals at high temperatures.
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